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WELCOME TO OUR WINTER 2021 ISSUE

NOTE
FOUNDER’S

After more than a year, I am delighted that we are able to present another much-awaited issue of 
Sundowner, which I hope will inspire ideas of travel once more.

While we all wait optimistically for the world to fully reopen, travel options for those of you in 
Australia and New Zealand will likely keep you close to home. So, our expert Journey Designers have 
been tirelessly refining what we can offer you on both sides of the Tasman (and a little further afield) 
to inspire and encourage some exciting holiday plans.

Julietta Jameson’s account of her Kimberley adventure (page 24) is an inspiring read while a photo essay 
on South Australia’s Kangaroo Island (page 14) shines a light on this unique wilderness destination. 
Dreams of faraway islands and outback locations will be fulf illed by our Tropical North Queensland 
feature (page 48) and a luxury air safari in New Zealand (page 58) is sure to win some admiration.

Our Insider’s Guide (page 18) offers expert recommendations, in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam while 
Mark Chipperfield presents a charming account of travels through Sri Lanka (page 38). All of these 
captivating destinations are waiting for you when the time is right and our Journey Designers too are 
on hand to make it happen. So wherever, and whenever, you choose to explore, you can do so in the 
knowledge that your journey is supported by dedicated A&K experts here and around the world who 
are waiting to welcome you.

So, I invite you to read on and allow yourself to dream of faraway lands that soon you’ll visit yourself. 

Geoffrey Kent 
Founder, Co-Chairman & CEO of the Abercrombie & Kent Group of Companies

follow me on Instagram and hear 
about my latest A&K adventures 
@geoffrey_kent
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Mark Chipperfield
Page 38

A former foreign correspondent for 
The Sunday Telegraph in London, Mark 
Chipperfield has been writing about 
Australia and the Asia-Pacific region for 
over 20 years. As a travel writer his work 
has appeared in publications such as The 
Sydney Morning Herald, Departures, The 
South China Morning Post, Scotland on 
Sunday, Condé Nast Traveller and Qantas 
Magazine. Mark is a long-time Travel 
Expert for Telegraph Media (UK) and a 
regular contributor to the Rough Guide 
to Australia. Mark is a keen blogger and 
writes Beer Airways, Australia’s only craft 
beer and travel platform, and a parenting 
blog called Old Man With Pram.

Katrina Holden
Page 32

Katrina Holden is a freelance journalist 
based in Sydney and the former editor 
of Luxury Travel magazine, Vacations & 
Travel magazine and True Blue magazine 
(REX Airlines inflight magazine). She 
has contributed to a number of Australian 
and international publications including 
Travel + Indulgence in The Australian, 
Escape (The Daily Telegraph), Travel + 
Leisure Asia, Delicious, Broadsheet Sydney 
and Wine Companion. She is moved by 
nature, sustainability initiatives to preserve 
our beautiful planet, colour, great design 
and learning about people from diverse 
cultures. She is also passionate about 
vintage design, architecture and fashion, 
running her own blog, Vintage Travel Kat. 
@vintagetravelkat or @katrina_holden

On the Cover: Kimberley 
coastline, Australia (page 24). 
Our appreciation for imagery 
to: Sanctuary Retreats, A&K 
Philanthropy, Shutterstock, 
Getty Images, and all our 
partner airlines, hotels, vessels 
and properties. 
Illustration: Joy Gosney. 

CONTRIBUTORS

Followers on Twitter get  
A&K updates from around 

the world.

Discover more about A&K 
Philanthropy projects.

Twitter YouTube

Like our Facebook page for 
updates on all the latest news, 

special offers and online 
competitions!

Facebook

OUT
Check us 

Follow A&K online for recent happenings, news and travel inspiration.

Join us on our travels around 
the world, as we share our 

favourite photos from the field. 
Tag your A&K travels with 
#GoBeyondtheOrdinary. 

Instagram

Follow our page and keep 
up-to-date with company and 
industry news, job openings 

and more!

Linkedin

abercrombiekent.com.au/ 
youtube

Abercrombie & Kent 
Australia

Julietta Jameson
Page 24

Julietta Jameson is an Australian author, 
screenwriter, travel writer and editor who 
has worked in Los Angeles, London, 
Sydney and Melbourne. Her curiosity 
has taken her to live and write in remote 
places including Australia’s Christmas 
Island for her travel memoir, Christmas 
Island, Indian Ocean, and the NSW 
outback for Tibooburra and the Legend of 
the Tree of Knowledge, as well as to Italy, 
Greece and Switzerland, for her book, 
Me, Myself and Lord Byron. She has 
also written biographies and with her 
journalistic career having spanned the 
gamut – hard news, finance, the arts and 
celebrity – for the past decade she has 
focused on her first love, travel.

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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“Glittering white, shining blue, raven black... the land looks like a fairytale. Pinnacle after pinnacle,  
peak after peak – crevassed, wild as any land on our globe, it lies, unseen and untrodden. It is a  

wonderful feeling to travel along it.” – Roald Amundsen

Backed by an award-winning, 30-year expedition cruising legacy, every voyage is a truly all-inclusive, 
unscripted adventure on exclusively chartered, state-of-the-art vessels limited to no more than 199 

guests. Dynamic shore excursions and onboard activities with the award-winning expedition team are 
inspiring and insightful. 2022–23 voyages on sale now with early booking savings on many departures. 

Call Abercrombie & Kent on 1300 551 541 or talk to your travel agent. 
www.abercrombiekent.com.au

Luxury Expedition Cruises
Ultra-refined luxury polar expeditions and immersive cultural cruises

Antarctica | The Arctic | Greece | Italy | Baltic Sea | Japan | Kimberley | South PacificNEW | British IslesNEW

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Move it May
A&K staff around the globe joined forces for 
the month of May to support Abercrombie 
& Kent Philanthropy’s (AKP) global virtual 
walkathon. Each week, using a mobile app, 
staff challenged themselves to virtually walk 
the distance between two AKP projects. 
These projects on three continents have each 
continued to provide services throughout the 
pandemic. 

On week one, the challenge was to walk 
1,260km from the Safe Water for Schools 
Initiative at Oltiyani Primary School in 
Kenya to Bwindi Community Hospital 
& Nursing School in Uganda. Week two 
was 2,420km from Sishemo Bead Making 
Studio in Zambia’s Nakatindi Village to 
Ilboru School for Children with Special 
Needs in Arusha, Tanzania. Week three, 
4,060km from the Vidigal Entrepreneurs 
programme in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to the 
Children of the Rainbow centre in Sacred 
Valley, Peru. And in the final week, 4,670km 
from the Cambodia Clean Water Project in 
Siem Reap, Cambodia to Hansraj Children’s 
Home in Udaipur, India.

Staff members from A&K Australia and 
New Zealand joined the initiative and 
collectively walked 4,256 kilometres while 
at the same time raising awareness about 
AKP’s inspirational projects worldwide 
which support communities in the areas 
its guests visit focusing on education, 
health care, conservation and enterprise 
development.

Kenneth Park
Curator and cultural historian

Palani Mohan
Author & photographer

Keith Sproule
Executive Director,  

Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy

Dr Lois Peeler AM 
Principal of Worawa Aboriginal College

Extraordinary Impact Speakers Series 
Over the past year or so when hosting physical events has not been possible, we have kept in touch with you by a variety of means. 
One of these has been via our newly launched Extraordinary Impact Speakers Series, where some of our most admired friends and 

partners have appeared virtually to share their story. 

If you missed any of these inspiring talks, you can view them at www.abercrombiekent.com.au/extraordinary-impact-speakers-series

A&K NEWS

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au/extraordinary-impact-speakers-series
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Sujata Raman Judy Harris Graham Wood

Partnerships & Events
LIFE

SSO: Symphony in the Vines
Earlier this year, A&K joined forces with the extraordinary Sydney Symphony Orchestra 
to host guests on an exclusive weekend away in the Hunter Valley. Concertmaster, Andrew 
Haveron, led a rich musical journey across three days introducing guests to the musicians 
who shared the stories behind the music in the intimate setting of Spicer’s Vineyards 
Estate. Sydney Symphony Orchestra CEO Emma Dunch joined as a special guest speaker 
and celebrated landscape painter Paul McCarthy, represented by Rochfort Gallery, added 
a fascinating element to the weekend demonstrating his plein air talents and skilful use of 
colour at the estate.

Stay tuned for more exclusive partner offerings.

Departures & Arrivals 
ideas across all areas of the business and to seek 
new and inventive ways of delivering unforgettable 
travel experiences to its guests. Her years of service 
showed deep dedication and commitment and we 
wish her all the best for the future. 

Earlier this year, Judy Harris from our 
Private Travel Desk retired after a long and 
extraordinary career in travel including 25 
years at A&K. It is impossible to overstate the 
contribution she made as a mentor, advisor, 
enthusiast and an ever-present source of joy to 
those who worked with her, not to mention the 
immeasurable impact of her travel expertise on 
those guests she inspired to travel with us. 

And we welcome Graham Wood who returns to 
A&K in the role of interim Regional Managing 
Director. Originally from Ireland, Graham grew 
up in Africa and started with A&K in Zanzibar 
as Operations Manager in 1999. Since then, he 
spent sixteen years with the company including 
time as Managing Director of both Tanzania 
and Hong Kong. After relocating to Australia 
in 2015, Graham operated his own luxury 
travel agency whilst also spending three years 
managing the inbound operations of Overseas 
Adventure Travel in North Asia, the South 
Pacific and Africa.

In recent months we have bid farewell to two of 
our longest standing staff members. 

Sujata Raman, Regional Managing Director 
Australasia Asia Pacific for over 30 years, has 
stepped down to pursue other interests. Her 
long and successful career with A&K started in 
Egypt before moving to A&K Australia in 1990. 
She was appointed Managing Director in 2002 
and subsequently Regional Managing Director 
for Australasia, Hong Kong and China. Highly 
respected within the travel industry, amongst 
our guests and by all at A&K, Sujata’s leadership 
encouraged innovation and diversity, constantly 
inspiring those she worked with to contribute 

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Journey in exclusive company on a privately 
chartered aircraft through Queensland’s raw and 
rugged landscapes following in the footsteps of 
Australia’s Outback pioneers. Soak up the outback 
spirit from Quilpie and Winton to Longreach and 
Mount Mulligan, dining in traditional pubs and 
on homestead verandahs with gidgee fires burning 
and mulga scrub beyond. Learn about the legendary 
Aussie stockmen who are so vital to station 
operations and be amazed by 95-million-year-old 
dinosaur relics. You’ll bed down in luxurious tented 
camps, country homesteads, and finish with a 
glamorous island resort stay.

10 Days 
Priced from $17,950 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $3,575

Tour dates: 5-14 April, 3-12 May, 14-23 June, 19-28 July, 
23 August-01 September & 13-22 September 2022

Queensland Outback:  
An Air Safari

Explore the best of Tasmania on this immersive 
Small Group Journey, experiencing, culture, 
history and a healthy dose of adventure. Marvel 
at spectacular landscapes and heritage listed 
natural wonders, from Lake St Clair and Cradle 
Mountain to Flinders Island and Freycinet 
National Park. Taste a myriad gastronomic 
delights from award-winning whisky and chef-
prepared campfire feasts to Bruny island’s 
celebrated cheeses. Dive into the thriving 
creative scene, from lauded Mona to 
Risby Cove Gallery and its homage to 
local artists. And revel in the kaleidoscope 
of local wildlife, from kangaroo and 
platypus to the iconic Tasmanian devil.

11 Days 
Priced from $11,445 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $4,395

Tour dates: 9-19 October 2021,  
19 February-1 March & 15-25 October 2022

Tasmania: Wine, Wildlife  
& Wilderness

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND 
SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS

From north to south, east to west, A&K has the Antipodes covered with this range of new shared adventures.

Extraordinary experiences in our own backyard

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Delve into a cornucopia of epicurean delights, rare wildlife, sophisticated artworks and coastlines battered by the great Southern Ocean on 
this exclusive air safari from Adelaide to Hobart. Discover world-famous vineyards in the Barossa and meet the winemakers. Stroll through 
galleries in Adelaide in the company of curators and conservators. Dine on Port Lincoln’s daily catch and meet the fishermen who haul it in. 
Admire abundant wildlife and epic landscapes on Kangaroo Island. On King Island, you’ll dine ocean to table and paddock to plate on the 
region’s finest produce, washed down by some of the country’s best wines and you’ll marvel at pristine wilderness in Freycinet National Park. 
This air safari is a tribute to the beauty of our rare southern land.

12 Days 
Priced from $29,999 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $7,125

Tour dates: 20-31 October 2021

Shores of the Southern Ocean: An Air Safari

Australia & New Zealand

Be dazzled by all that the Northern 
Territory has to offer on this inspiring 
adventure which reveals the state’s myriad 
highlights from north to south. Explore the 
tropical capital Darwin and its fascinating 
history before venturing into wild and 
untamed East Arnhem Land. Admire 
indigenous art works and meet the locals 
whose 50,000-year-old story is revealed 
by expert guides. Soak up the magic of 
the Mary River floodplains, home to a 
kaleidoscope of wildlife, and bed down in 
glamping luxury at iconic Bamurru Plains. 
Witness extraordinary Kings Canyon and 
its Garden of Eden. And, be left in awe of 
the red jewel in Australia’s crown, Uluru, 
with a stay at celebrated luxury camp, 
Longitude 131°, on this journey sure to 
leave you spellbound.

11 Days 
Priced from $15,520 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $6,270

Tour dates: 20-30 May & 5-15 August 2022

Top End to Uluru: 
Outback Wanderings

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Australia & New Zealand

Outback S.A. Adventure by 
Private Aircraft

Top of the South Cycling 
Adventure

Embark on an active exploration of New Zealand’s South Island 
on this bespoke cycling tour. Discover the Nelson Tasman region 
and its breathtaking natural landscapes, from endless golden 
beaches to untouched forests and rugged mountain scenery. 
Balance explorations with an appreciation of the finer things, 
visiting artists’ studios, galleries and famed Nelson wineries 
alongside New Zealand’s oldest pub. Experience Adele Island 
on an overnight boating adventure in magnificent Abel Tasman 
National Park. 

6 Days 
Priced from $7,950 per person twin share

Tour dates: 12-17 October 2021, 22-27 February & 8-13 March 2022

This unforgettable journey into outback South Australia reveals the 
raw landscapes of the Flinders Ranges, from the air and at ground 
level, and a wealth of extraordinary natural wonders all the way to the 
Eyre Peninsula. You’ll get a unique insight to the state’s rich pastoral 
heritage visiting outback stations and meeting the characters who 
reside there. And by night, call atmospheric pubs and hotels home. 
Delight in the myriad tastes of South Australia from ‘feral fare’ and 
home brew at the Prairie Hotel to world’s finest seafood at Port 
Lincoln. This adventure is sure to remain with you long after you’ve 
toasted your final outback sunset.

8 Days 
Priced from $15,699 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $665

Tour dates: 10-17 August 2021, 9-16 March, 7-14 April & 28 April-5 May 2022

For more information on any of these small group journeys,  
please call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent.

An adventurer’s playground, explore Queenstown 
on this unforgettable South Island discovery. Your 
days will be full of hiking and lake expeditions, 
the mountain peaks and awe-inspiring fiords 
leaving you spellbound. Your expert host, Phil 
Smyth, will share his passion and knowledge for 
the native flora and fauna and the landscapes they 
call home. At the end of each action-packed day, 
you’ll bed down in two of New Zealand’s finest 
lodges. This short but exhilarating sojourn will 
leave you reinvigorated and renewed.

6 Days 
Priced from $7,240 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,365

Tour dates: 1-6 November, 29 November-4 December 
2021, 25 February-2 March & 18-23 March 2022

Active Fiordland 
Adventure

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Our People. Your Property.

Contact us for access to curated professional 
and trade service providers for your home

Our suite of service providers includes tradespeople, renovation 
project managers, wine consultants, landscape architects, pet 

concierges, home lending providers and conveyancers.

03 9825 2000  |  kayburton.com.au/concierge

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au


HOW AKP SUPPORTS ITS COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS IN TOUGH TIMES 

A&K PHILANTHROPY

One thing the world, and A&K, has learnt during the pandemic 
is that we are truly stronger together. Despite the challenges 
brought about by COVID-19 and the halt of travel, 

Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy (AKP) was able to pivot its efforts to 
practical emergency relief on an international scale. 

When the global pandemic hit, AKP was already uniquely positioned to 
deliver the type of resources its worldwide community partners needed. 
These communities are in places where A&K operates, and beyond, and 
they have been supported by deep, long-term relationships. Other NGO’s 

and non-profits often do not operate in these rural, isolated regions — but 
AKP does. With a network of community development professionals, 
AKP was able to mobilise quickly. There was no one-size-fits-all solution 
prescribed to our partner communities. AKP worked with local officials 
to identify each community’s top priorities (food packages, PPE, medical 
supplies, potable water) in overcoming obstacles brought about by the 
pandemic. 

Together with A&K staff and a community of supporters, AKP was able to 
reach 100,000 community members since the pandemic hit. 

One thing the world, and A&K, has learnt during the pandemic is that we are truly stronger together. 
Despite the challenges brought about by COVID-19 and the halt of travel, Abercrombie & Kent 
Philanthropy (AKP) was able to pivot its efforts to practical emergency relief on an international scale. 
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Philanthropy

2020-21 IN REVIEW
Thanks to the inspiring community of A&K staff and supporters, AKP has lots to be proud of in challenging times. 

Here is a summary of highlights and accomplishments over the past year:

AKP expanded our Safe Water for Schools Initiative 
to more schools in Kenya and Tanzania. In 2020, 

12,200 more students were given access to clean 
water.

Through enterprise development initiatives, AKP 
supported income generation and skills development 
in Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Zambia and India. That’s 

60 jobs worldwide!

Four 40-foot containers (combined value at 
US$1.5m) of medical supplies and equipment arrived 

in Cambodia, Uganda and Tanzania at critically 
important times during the pandemic.

300 expectant mothers at Bwindi Community 
Hospital in Uganda acquired skills in making sanitary 

pads, sweaters, hats, and other essentials while staying 
at the Waiting Mothers Hostel in Uganda.

Welcome, little ones! Throughout 2020 and 2021, 
1,844 healthy babies were born at AKP-supported 

medical facilities in Zambia and Uganda.

AKP initiated 5 school construction projects in 2020. 
Thanks to generous A&K guests, students in Uganda, 

Zambia, Kenya and Tanzania will benefit from new 
learning facilities.

Clean water access is essential to good hygiene 
practices, which are critical in combating the spread 
of COVID-19. In the past year, we built 127 wells for 

families in Siem Reap, Cambodia.

In response to the global pandemic, AKP pivoted 
its efforts to focus on emergency relief for partner 

communities in 7 countries.

Early in 2020, we saw the damaging effects of the 
bushfires in Australia. The A&K Australia office, 

joined by A&K and Sanctuary Retreats, committed 
$100,000 to bushfire relief efforts in Australia.

AKP has shipped 1,876 bikes to our programmes in 
Africa since January 2020. To date, AKP has sent 
15,000+ bikes to its global community partners.

In response to COVID-19, AKP delivered food and 
hygiene packages to 4,359 families in resource- 

limited communities worldwide.

THANK YOU FOR IMPROVING LIVES & LIVELIHOODS WORLDWIDE!

12,200

127

To learn more about projects supported by 
AKP visit akphilanthropy.org

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Demonstrating a universal commitment to quality, along with a clear shift toward 
organic and biodynamic practices, New Zealand winemakers are being justifiably lauded 
for producing some of the world’s most exciting Pinot Noirs - writes Jane Perry. 

A Passion For Pinot Noir 
Burn Cottage Vineyard

Central Otago, New 
Zealand’s southernmost 
wine growing region, is 

spectacularly scenic, with ancient 
mountains and pristine rivers 
running through chasmic ravines 
redolent with a gold rush past. 
With year-round attractions and 
a vibrant foodie scene, the region 
is chock full of hidden towns, 
historical sites and quirky spots, all 
waiting to be explored. 

The six winegrowing sub-regions 
of Central Otago each inhabit a 
distinctive terrain with varying 
climate, altitude and aspect 
influencing the respective wines. 
Pinot Noir, a notoriously fickle grape 
variety, thrives in the Central Otago 
climate, making it the predominantly 
produced variety, with an assortment 
of world leading expressions crafted 
from highest Gibbston down to 
southerly Alexandra. 

Located on the western side of 
Lake Dunstan is the family-owned 
boutique winery, Burn Cottage,  

a 10-hectare vineyard in the foothills 
of the snow-capped Pisa mountain 
range. This bucolic site, previously 
inhabited by happily grazing sheep, 
had been much coveted in the region 
by a number of winemakers due, in 
large part, to a naturally occurring 
windbreak afforded from a north-
east facing arc of surrounding hills. 

The property, spotted by visiting 
couple, Marquis and Dianne 
Sauvage, looking to start their own 
winery, was purchased in 2002. The 
Sauvage wine pedigree is a solid one, 
as owners of the acclaimed Koehler 
Ruprecht estate in the Pfalz region of 
Germany, in addition to several fine 
wine distributorships in America. 

Much of the foundation of Burn 
Cottage’s winemaking philosophy is 
thanks to Executive and Consultant, 
Ted Lemon, owner/winemaker of 
the highly regarded Californian 
winery, Littorai. Dedicated to the 
old-world subtlety and elegance 
he experienced as a winemaker in 
Burgundy, and an expert in terroir 
wine growing practices, Ted was 
committed to the establishment of 
biodynamic farming for vineyard 
health and balance. 

Biodynamic farming was a new 
concept in Central Otago back in 
2002, so the Sauvages turned to one 
of the world’s leading exponents 
and foremost authorities on the 
practice, New Zealander, Peter 
Proctor. Along with his partner 
Rachel, Peter’s local team worked to 
build up and enliven the land with 
compost; planting green crop cereals 
and legumes, and establishing an 
olive grove, before planting the 
initial vines in 2003. 

Planting ten varieties of Pinot Noir 
in blocks overlaid on variable soil 
types, aspects and elevations, today, 
under the winemaking stewardship 
of General Manager, Claire 
Mulholland, Burn Cottage produces 
two distinct tiers of Pinot Noir in 
addition to a unique aromatic blend 
of Riesling and Gruner Veltliner. 

Growing up on a farm in Central 
Otago, Claire observed the 
establishment of the region’s 
pioneering vineyards. Honing her 
skills across significant vineyards 
around the world, she went on 
to become head winemaker at 
Martinborough Vineyard and 
Amisfield.

“I was very inspired by the 
commitment to organic and 
biodynamic farming at Burn 
Cottage, along with the diversity, 
attention to detail and vision for 
their site. I’d visited and sampled the 
wines several times before joining 
the team in 2010.” 

Enthusiastic proponents of 
minimal intervention, Claire 
explains their biodynamic process - 
“We utilise biodynamic methods 
for the health of the land and 
vines, producing wines that 
truly reflect their connection to 
the land. Compost is a key part 
of the system, along with soil 
regeneration. Plant teas and plant 
preparations are also part of this, 
planting trees, perennials and 
green crops for diversity and soil 
health. We work with the rhythms 
of the season, farming sensitively 
and working with animals to help 
balance the whole system.” 

1

The Global Drop

Every time I open a bottle of wine,  
it’s an amazing trip somewhere.“
dean josé andeas

The Local Drop is a specialist wine purveyor 
sourcing premium wines from around the 
world, and from boutique, high quality 
producers in Australia.

We have a passion for exceptional wine  
which we share with our corporate and  
private clients with:

u  Exclusive wine tasting events

u  Private tastings at your home or office

u   Bespoke wine tours to some of Victoria’s 
finest vineyards and cellars

u   Personalised Sommelier services – create 
your dream cellar or rare wine collection

Get in touch and let’s talk wine!

1800 903 885      |     thelocaldrop.com.au

premium wine • personally delivered

1: Autumn, Burn Cottage Vineyard
2: Sorting the grapes
3: Highland cows in the snow
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Every time I open a bottle of wine,  
it’s an amazing trip somewhere.“
dean josé andeas

The Local Drop is a specialist wine purveyor 
sourcing premium wines from around the 
world, and from boutique, high quality 
producers in Australia.

We have a passion for exceptional wine  
which we share with our corporate and  
private clients with:

u  Exclusive wine tasting events

u  Private tastings at your home or office

u   Bespoke wine tours to some of Victoria’s 
finest vineyards and cellars

u   Personalised Sommelier services – create 
your dream cellar or rare wine collection

Get in touch and let’s talk wine!

1800 903 885      |     thelocaldrop.com.au

premium wine • personally delivered

LOCAL DROP’S JAGDEV SHARES HIS TOP 3  
BURN COTTAGE PICKS:

2

3

2017 Burn Cottage Riesling/Gruner Veltliner $69
The delicate perfume of lime blossom, jasmine and quince 
accompanies layers of spice, white peach and pear notes. There 
is great focus and fine phenolic texture through the palate, with 
juicy acidity lending persistence. Medium-dry in style, this is 
wine delicious now, but will also reward those who cellar it. 

2018 Burn Cottage Moonlight Race Pinot Noir $69
A 50:50 blend from our Burn Cottage Vineyard in 
Cromwell and Sauvage Vineyard in Bannockburn 
matured in oak barrels with wonderful savoury and herb 
tones supported by spice, red fruit, pepper and mineral 
complexity. Cellaring potential to seven years. 

2018 Burn Cottage Vineyard Pinot Noir $92
Lovely savoury dry-herb and dark-earth tones partner with 
bright red fruits, a hint of citrus and warm spice. Showing 
wonderful texture, layers and completeness, we expect this 
wine to have a cellaring potential of 8-10 years.

a strong affiliation with the 
moon, including it on their label 
artwork to reflect its influence. 
The Moonlight Race Pinot Noir 
is named for the waterway from 
the mountains behind the estate, 
the new vineyard they source fruit 
from in Bannockburn was already 
named Luna and recently, vineyard 
manager, Shane Livingstone, 
adopted a dog named - you guessed 
it, Luna. 

A project of love, blessed by nature 
and farmed with integrity, intelligence 
and passion, Burn Cottage produces 
wines of nuance, texture and elegance 
that speak to the magnificence of 
Central Otago.  

The vineyard is part of a wider farm, 
home to highland cattle and sheep, 
aviaries and an olive grove. In 2017, 
a 20-year-old established vineyard 
from the Bannockburn Otago 
subregion was added, along with a 
smaller biodynamic vineyard. All 
three sites are certified organic. 

This style of farming came with its 
own set of challenges, both climatic 
and agricultural. The pay-off has 
been a series of exceptionally crafted 
Pinot Noirs, celebrated for both their 
inherent drinkability and cellaring 
potential, and sold around the world. 

Working to lunar and celestial 
rhythms, Burn Cottage has 

Please visit www.abercrombiekent.com.au, call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your 
local travel agent for more information on our range of New Zealand journeys.
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Recent Travels

Kangaroo Island,
A place so wild, unspoiled and utterly surprising, Kangaroo 
Island has A&K’s Serena Mitchell thoroughly spellbound.

South Australia
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Australia’s third largest island 
is a revelation. Sitting just 
south of the Yorke Peninsula 

and lapped by the waters of the 
Southern Ocean, it’s a naturalist’s 
paradise where rare flora, bountiful 
fauna and a rich array of epicurean 
delights provide endless fascination.

Its 500-kilometre-long coastal 
fringe protects this rare wilderness, 
its diverse topography a study in 
contrasts: from the wild, pounding 
surf of Pennington Bay on the 

2

1: Solitary kangaroo, Cape Willoughby
2: Marvel at Remarkable Rocks

3: Float across the sand dunes of Little Sahara on an e-bike
4: Encounter Sea lions at Seal Bay

windswept rugged south coast to 
the calm north-facing waters of 
Nepean and Emu Bays; soft sandy 
beaches littered with jewel-like 
shells to open eucalypt forests, low 
coastal scrubland and productive 
agricultural land in the island’s 
interior. 

I discovered it boasts some of 
Australia’s best wildlife viewing, 
teeming with both marine and 
terrestrial species: from kangaroos, 
koalas and echidnas to dolphins, 

3

4

South Australia
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Recent Travels

6

Australian sea lions, pelicans and 
more. And there’s an abundance of 
nature-based activities to help seek 
out its natural riches: swimming 
and snorkelling alongside dolphins 
and seals; sand boarding or 
e-biking through the sand dunes 
of Little Sahara; fishing for King 
George whiting; kayaking and 
canoeing in the crystal-clear waters 
or hiking the many sandy trails. 
Take your pick.

And as for its local produce, the 
list is long and the providores 
justifiably proud. Honey is 
harvested from resident Ligurian 
bees (the purest strain on the 
planet), oysters from the rocks of 
American River, gin from locally 
sourced botanicals, Southern rock 
lobster from the surrounding 

waters, loose leaf tea from the 
lavender farm, wines from the 
island’s four vineyards and craft 
beer. 

So with all of these raw ingredients 
on hand, there’s absolutely no 
chance of going hungry or thirsty 
on Kangaroo Island and there are 
a handful of recommended dining 
experiences not to be missed: the 
famous whiting burger from the 
Vivonne Bay General Store; tasty 
Thai street food and live music at 
atmospheric Tru Thai; fresh fusion 
fare at Cactus in Kingscote or the 
unique opportunity of dining on 
innovative island flavours under 
the gnarled boughs of a 150-year-
old fig tree at Snelling Beach’s the 
Enchanted Fig. Bon appetit!

7
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5: Swim alongside a pod of dolphins
6: There are some 10,000 koalas thriving in manna gum forests right 

around the island
7: Dine on delicious Kangaroo Island produce at the atmospheric 

Enchanted Fig
8: Sample Ligurian bee honey at Island Beehive
9: Stunning beachfront seclusion at exquisite eco-retreat One KI
10: Book in a pizza lunch at Dudley Wines clifftop cellar door 

OUR SUGGESTED Journey
'Shores of the Southern Ocean': An Air Safari

12 Days l Priced from $29,999 per person twin share 
Departs 20-31 October 2021

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent

8

Recent Travels

9

10

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Experience the timeless traditions of Southeast Asia in four of 
the region’s great cities. Discover poignant war relics, a rich 
handicraft heritage, flavoursome feasts, rare natural wonders and 
ancient monuments that defy description. Hand-picked by our 
Indochina experts, these are our top recommendations when 
you’re in the area.

VIETNAM
HO CHI MINH CITY
Pulsing with energy, Ho Chi Minh 
City (aka Saigon) is Vietnam’s 
most cosmopolitan and dynamic 
city. Charming vestiges of the 
French colonial era sit happily 
alongside soaring skyscrapers 
and neon illuminations while 
its streets are jam-packed with a 
frenzied assortment of scooters 
and motorbikes. While relics of the 
Vietnam War are a reminder of that 
devastating period of history, there’s 
also a vibrant art scene and famous 
foodie haunts. 

DO
Wartime Secrets
Discover a very different side 
to Ho Chi Minh City as you 
explore the secret tunnels and 
hidden landmarks of the First 
Indochina War and the Vietnam 
War. Unknown to many, the city 
is filled with underground bunkers 
that played an important role 

in wartime campaigns. Explore 
these hidden shelters and visit 
the former headquarters of the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) located in an unassuming 
apartment building. Hear how 
officials fled from the rooftop in 
the final days of the war. Discover 
an underground weapons chamber 
hidden beneath a local house 
and see where the infamous Tet 
Offensive was planned at a secret 
command centre that doubles as a 
pho restaurant. 

Morning Market
Head to market like a local - on 
the back of a scooter. Stroll through 
the stalls where shoppers can find 
everything from exotic fruits and 
vegetables to traditional musical 
instruments, fresh flowers, Chinese 
medicinal herbs and even spare 
car or scooter parts. Stop for 
refreshments or breakfast and be 
sure to taste pho, Vietnam’s famous 
noodle dish.

2

1

1: Notre Dame Cathedral, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
2: Morning market, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Indochina 
INSIDER’S GUIDE TO

FUTURE 
TRAVELS
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3

4

A Night at the Opera
Take in a contemporary Vietnamese 
dance and acrobatics performance 
at the Saigon Opera House. 
Designed by a French architect in 
1898, this grand venue is a fitting 
stage for Vietnam’s original ‘Cirque 
du Soleil’ style production – the 
AO Show. A captivating portrayal 
of life in Vietnam’s countryside, the 
production delivers an engaging 
combination of bamboo cirque acts, 
acrobatics and contemporary dance 
accompanied by live Vietnamese 
music.

DINE
Cuc Gach Quan 
Located in a beautifully restored 
French colonial house in a 
fashionable neighbourhood of Ho 
Chi Minh City, this restaurant offers 
a touch of nostalgia in a bustling 

city. The menu is all about family 
style eating and home cooking with 
fresh ingredients with a wide range 
of Vietnamese classics as well as 
several unique creations served in a 
tastefully decorated space.

STAY
Park Hyatt Saigon
Located in the historic heart of 
Ho Chi Minh City within walking 
distance of the most popular 
cultural attractions, Park Hyatt 
Saigon channels the old-world 
charms of colonial Saigon. Rooms 
and suites are elegantly decorated 
with polished wooden floors, 
louvred windows, ceiling fans and 
silk cushions. Handcrafted details, 
antiques and original paintings 
by local artisans artfully placed 
throughout the hotel add to the 
quiet elegance of a bygone era.

HANOI 
Vietnam’s capital is a contrast 
to its sibling down south - more 
conservative, more traditional 
and more historic. European 
inspired architecture, broad 
tree-lined boulevards, lakes and 
parks, villas and temples form the 
urban structure. It’s a great city for 
walking so stroll through the Old 
Quarter and discover hidden bars 
and eateries where street food takes 
centre stage or hop aboard a scooter 
to venture further afield. 

DO
Artisan Villages
Discover some of the myriad 
small artisan communities on 
the outskirts of Hanoi where 
traditional woodcarvers and 
potters keep their artistic heritage 
alive. Dong Ho is known for 

3: Culinary delights, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Vietnam

4: Woodcarving, Hoi An, Vietnam
5: Yen Stream, Hanoi, Vietnam
6: Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Hanoi, 

Vietnam
7: Cook with a local chef, Hanoi, Vietnam
8: Capella Hanoi, Vietnam
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its woodblock printing and the 
craftsmen here are celebrated for 
their intricate designs. Watch the 
artisans at work and pick up some 
tips before learning how to carve 
your own artwork. In Bat Trang, 
artisan ceramicists craft pots 
and vases of all shapes and sizes, 
each piece skilfully shaped and 
hand-painted. After observing the 
artisans, you’ll have the chance to 
make your own traditional vase.

Fresh & Fragrant 
Get a firsthand experience of some 
of Vietnam’s greatest dishes as you 
learn the secrets from a local chef. 
Hope aboard a cyclo and head 
to the local market where you’ll 
wander through the maze of stalls 
selecting fresh ingredients along 
the way and tasting some typical 
street food snacks, perhaps washed 

down with a refreshing bia hoi 
(Hanoi beer). With baskets full, 
head back to the kitchen to make 
Hanoi’s famous bun cha, fragrant 
vermicelli noodles served with 
succulent grilled pork, as well as a 
fresh Vietnamese salad which you’ll 
enjoy over lunch. 

DINE
La Badiane
Representing an exchange of 
cultures, people and flavours, 
La Badiane is a chic Hanoian 
restaurant combining French 
culinary traditions with Asian 
herbs and spices. The inventive 
menu includes Australian beef 
tenderloin, candied duck, and 
sesame-encrusted shrimp as well as 
crab remoulade and banana spring 
rolls with hazelnut and pistachios. 

STAY
Capella Hanoi
Designed by the whimsical Bill 
Bensley, Hanoi newcomer Capella 
Hanoi features just 47 individually 
designed rooms and suites. With 
the designer’s trademark bright 
colour palette and flair for the 
eccentric, the hotel celebrates its 
proximity to the city’s iconic Opera 
House with opera themed artworks, 
costumes and 1920’s memorabilia 
scattered throughout. Transporting 
guests into performances of a 
bygone era, the hotel’s theatrical 
theme continues into its music-
inspired Diva’s Lounge and the 
Backstage restaurant.

CAMBODIA
SIEM REAP 
Famously home to the legendary 
temples of Angkor, Siem Reap also 

Insider’s Guide

6

7

8
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9: Cycling adventure, Angkor, Cambodia
10: Shinta Mani Angkor Bensley 

Collection, Siem Reap, Cambodia
11: Ta Prohm Temple ruins, Cambodia
12: Sunset on the Mekong, Laos
13: Chaing-Tong Temple, Luang Prabang, 

Laos
14: Lao fondue, Dyen Sabai, Laos

palaces lay hidden for hundreds of 
years. See the old royal reservoir 
of Srah Srang where kings and 
queens once bathed. Walk the 
length of Ta Prohm, an enchanting 
temple overgrown by strangler 
figs and cycle through the forest 
to the Gate of the Dead, the east 
entrance of Angkor Thom. Follow 
the trail along the old city wall 
before arriving at the centre of the 
city where the carved faces of the 
Bayon stand imposingly before you.

DINE
Khmer Tastes of Siem Reap 
Get ready for a dine around town 
experience, travelling to some 
of Siem Reap’s best restaurants 
in your own private tuk tuk. The 
evening includes cocktails at a 
1920’s style speakeasy, appetisers at 
a Khmer house and garden, mains 
at an authentic home-style eatery 
and dessert at a contemporary 
Cambodian venue.

STAY
Contemporary High Design
Custom Khmer inspired bed sheets, 
a plethora of feather pillows and 
golden bamboo towers by the 
bedside are just the beginning 
of the ultra-luxe jungle villa stay 
at Shinta Mani Angkor Bensley 
Collection. With just 10 villa 
compounds, the resort offers privacy 
and exclusivity in Siem Reap's shady 
French Quarter. Each compound 
is surrounded by its own tropical 
garden and comes complete with a 
private pool and outdoor bath.

LAOS
LUANG PRABANG 
World Heritage listed Luang 
Prabang perched alongside the 
Mekong River in northern Laos 
is a sheer delight. The former 
capital, it is chock-full of gilded 
temples teeming with processions 
of saffron-robed monks. Colourful 
markets are full of artisan made 

has a creative cultural scene and 
a rich culinary heritage. Take in 
sunrise over Angkor Wat, ramble 
through the ruins then explore the 
city’s vibrant markets and artisan 
studios before a flavoursome feast 
in one of the many streetside 
eateries or a trip further afield to the 
floating villages of Tonle Sap Lake. 

DO
Lost Temples 
Fly by helicopter to Banteay 
Chhmar, one of Cambodia’s best-
kept secrets. This magnificent 
temple rivals Angkor Wat in 
both size and grandeur but is far 
less-visited. Marvel at the aerial 
views en route and sit down to an 
exclusive picnic breakfast amid the 
12th century ruins. 

Pedal through history
Embark on a two-wheeled 
adventure into ancient Angkor 
where the ruins of temples and 

9
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handicrafts while outlying villages 
provide a snapshot of the country’s 
ethnic diversity. 

DO
Artisan Trail
Meet silversmiths, paper craftsmen 
and textile weavers on an artisan’s 
journey led by Emi Weir, a social 
entrepreneur and Lao handicraft 
specialist. Emi works closely with 
traditional artisans in remote parts 
of Laos and is well-connected with 
the nation’s creative community. 
Join her on an exploration of 
artisan villages such as Ban Vatthat 
where silversmiths shape alms 
bowls and other small ornaments. 
Meet a master papermaker and 
stop for refreshments at Patta 
Textile Gallery with head designer 
Tadam.

Sunset on the Mekong 
There is no better way to enjoy 
the sunset than with a glass of 

OUR SUGGESTED Journey
‘Indochina Adventure’ Tailor-Made Journey 

13 Days 
Priced from $9,570 per person twin share

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent

Champagne or local beer while 
drifting down the Mekong on a 
traditional river boat. Watch the 
sky change from bright orange 
to reddish-pink and deep purple 
as the sun goes down, marking 
the end of another day in Luang 
Prabang. 

DINE
BBQ Lao Style
Accessed across a rickety bamboo 
bridge, or by boat, Dyen Sabai 
is nestled in jungle surrounds 
overlooking the river. Laid back 
and local, it offers an authentic 
outdoor Lao barbecue experience. 
Meats and vegetables are grilled 
directly at your table, accompanied 
by delicious condiments. The Lao 
fondue is a highlight!

STAY
Exotic Jungle Retreat
Cocooned in lush green jungle, 
Rosewood Luang Prabang is 

backed by mountains and has 
a river running through it. A 
collection of pioneer-style lodges 
and luxury tents designed by the 
inimitable Bill Bensley capture 
the grandeur and eccentricities of 
the early explorer lifestyle. Each 
is uniquely decorated with views 
of the natural surroundings. The 
tented hilltop spa offers a range of 
traditional Lao treatments while 
the restaurant serves a unique 
menu of royal Lao cuisine.

12

13

14
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Ancient Stories of 

Australia’s
Julietta Jameson celebrates privileged experiences and 
encounters on a rare expedition through the Kimberley.

Northwest
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Australia

1

Previous spread: Kooljaman Cliffs, Cape Leveque
1: Raft Point
2: Saltwater crocodile
3: Bungle Bungle Ranges
4: Rock wallabies
5: Guests in a Zodiac, King George River

The famous 20th century 
Australian landscape 
impressionist, Arthur Boyd, 

once said he was moved to stress the 
“metaphysical and mythic” qualities 
of the Australian outback in his 
work. He wasn’t alone in finding 
something in the land other than 
what the eye could see. Dreaming 
stories were told by the indigenous 
people for tens of thousands of years 
before Europeans turned up less 
than 300 ago. 

And now, on a rock in the heart 
of the vast Western Australian 
wilderness known as the Kimberley, 
I too, sense something intensely 
spiritual in the landscape – and like 
a magnetic force, it draws me in. 

I am cruising the Kimberley coast 
with Abercrombie & Kent and 
here I sit, gazing at the majestic 
tiered pools of Punamii-unpuu, or 
Mitchell River Falls. The orange-
hued rock is 1.8 billion years old and 
it changes so slowly, it looks today 

like it would have to the people who 
may have sat on the same ledge as 
I, perhaps 40,000 years ago. I am 
imbued with the timelessness. 

This Mitchell Falls visit has been 
one of the most precisely executed 
excursions of our trip, as it involves a 
relay of guests being shunted off our 
ship via Zodiacs and onto a remote 
beach where helicopters are picking 
us up for a scenic ride before 
dropping us off at the falls. There’s 
an equally tight schedule to get us 
back to the ship. I have lost all sense 
of that, until the Assistant Cruise 
Director, Sally Escanilla comes and 
finds me, alone and meditative on 
my rock. My chopper is ready to go, 
she politely lets me know. And it, 
and fellow guests, are waiting a good 
five minutes’ fast walk away.

Apologetic and embarrassed, I rise 
from my reverie and follow Sally, 
who leads at a pace she knows 
I can handle across the uneven 
rocky ground. All the same, she 

2
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regularly turns around to check 
on me. And with each check, she 
calls: “Don’t lose your zen!” Many 
assistant cruise directors might 
not care much about my “zen” in 
such circumstances. Such is the 
Abercrombie & Kent way – to 
create luxurious small-group 
experiences that go above and 
beyond the norm. 

It’s also the way of the Kimberley, 
which invites feeling over thinking 
with a vastness that is almost 
incomprehensible, and plenty of 
intimate, exquisite moments that 
are mind blowing. It’s like a big 
abstract painting, the whole a sum 
of intricate and glorious details. 
Cruising is a fantastic way to 
experience that duality, as it pans 
out to sea to reveal scale, and zooms 
in with shore and Zodiac excursions 
to bring aspects into focus.

Abercrombie & Kent is a recent 
comer to the Kimberley, but it 
is far from new to expedition 

cruising and taking travellers into 
challenging wilderness. Coming 
to the northwest of Australia, it 
brings the principles upon which 
its success in this type of travel 
is founded: a highly qualified 
and exceptionally personable 
and enthusiastic naturalist team 
combined with the very best 
hospitality – in this case, partnering 
with luxurious French small ship 
company, Ponant via a full exclusive 
charter of its state-of-the-art  
Le Laperouse expedition ship, with 
less than 150 passengers onboard. 

Sally is one of a number of A&K 
crew members with whom I and 
several other guests have travelled 
to Antarctica in years prior and 
that familiarity only enhances what 
will already turn out to be a soul-
expanding journey.

Our Kimberley exploration begins 
in Broome in serendipitous fashion. 
The famous Stairway to the Moon 
phenomena – the gorgeous visual 

effect of a full moon rising over 
the mudflats of Roebuck Bay – 
coincides with our first night in 
the Western Australian top-end 
pearling town. It’s not part of the 
sold itinerary, but A&K organises a 
viewing party at the Roebuck Hotel. 

The following night is our official 
send-off cocktail function on the 
lawn at the Cable Beach Club, 
overlooking the iconic sands 
and a particularly vibrant sunset. 
Our entertainment is the Pigram 
Brothers, Broome’s most revered 
indigenous band. Just as the band’s 
music tells the story of the local 
Yawuru people, founding member 
Steve Pigram’s son Bart tells it 
through local tours. The charismatic 
young leader has his own, much 
loved and lauded tourism business 
in Broome, called Narlijia 
Experiences. But he has blocked 
out the next two weeks to come on 
our cruise as our cultural guide and 
lecturer. For guests, it will prove to 
be a very special privilege. 

4
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It’s like a big abstract painting, 
the whole a sum of intricate 

and glorious details
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An area of 423,517 square 
kilometres with a population of 
around 36,000 (12,000 of those in 
Broome), the Kimberley is bordered 
by saltwater and desert: the Indian 
Ocean and Timor Sea to the west 
and north, the Great Sandy and 
Tanami deserts inland. This is a 
wild, and largely untamed frontier 
that has beaten even the most 
determined of mining companies 
who have relented to its remoteness 
and impenetrability. And it is a place 
of rare beauty. Its tidal waters are an 
electric blue like no other. It’s cliffs 
and craggy rises glow in uniquely 
deep oranges and crimsons. Boulders 
are stacked like a game of giant 
Jenga. Some hang and protrude in 
ways that defy gravity. Big night 
skies twinkle with an impossible 

number and density of stars. White 
sands sparkle under the clearest 
daytime skies that produce little rain 
in the six-month dry season.

And then there’s the wet, when no 
tourists come as the rain is often 
torrential. But at this time, the 
landscape replenishes, cleanses and 
polishes its colours again. 

For tens of thousands of years, rain, 
hail or shine, it has been home to 
Indigenous Australians, who, when 
they walked it freely, knew its ways 
– its dangers and its bounty – and
who encountered troubling and
bloody times when the Europeans
arrived to fossick, farm and fence
off their tribal heritage. Today, 50
per cent of people who live in the

Kimberley are Indigenous, though 
not living in the way they once did.

Bart Pigram is free to speak in his 
lectures and conversations with 
guests about the terrible time the 
Indigenous people had with settlers 
in this region, a commendable 
aspect of A&K’s approach. For 
A&K, the cultural context is an 
important pillar. Pigram is a gentle 
yet charismatic man with a keen 
intelligence and humour who 
lectures factually about the ugly 
truths and takes his international 
audience along with him – perhaps 
because his vision is ultimately 
forward-looking and positive. 

During excursions to remote 
islands where A&K has been given 

7
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its tidal waters are an 
electric blue like no other
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11

6: Horizontal Falls
7: Zodiac excursion, King George River
8: Breaching whale, Talbot Bay
9: Aboriginal cave paintings
10: Le Laperouse Privilege Suite
11: Mitchell Falls

9

permission to visit sites containing 
rock art estimated to be anywhere 
between 10 and 60 thousand 
years old, his knowledge of and 
passion for the symbolism and 
storytelling therein is enthralling, 
bringing the spirits in the sites alive. 
Our Brisbane-based Australian 
expedition leader, Brad Climpson 
also brings eye-opening insight. To 
say these excursions deepen my own 
reverence for the land I call home 
is to understate it, especially when 
I see people from South Africa, 
the US and other countries deeply 
touched by both the sights of the 
landscape and its ancient stories.

Mostly, the Kimberley just speaks 
for itself. Its dramatically changing 
tides caused by the particular 

form of the continental shelf here 
create unique phenomena, such as 
Horizontal Falls – intense currents 
pushing through narrow coastal 
gorges to make the water movement 
seem like a cascade. A ride on a 
small fast boat through it is as 
beautiful as it is exhilarating.

Then there’s Montgomery Reef, 
at the Yawajaba (Montgomery) 
Islands. Our expedition crew 
organises our morning Zodiac 
excursion to arrive in the area, 
right in time to see Australia’s 
largest inshore reef emerge from 
the water, looking for all the world 
like it is lifting, though the ocean is 
subsiding, revealing a vast platform 
of lagoons, islets, mangroves and 
cascades. Wading birds, feeding 
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its cliffs and craggy rises glow 
in uniquely deep oranges and 
crimsons
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turtles, small sharks and sea snakes 
abound, as we watch mesmerised. 

At King George River in the final 
days of our cruise, we set off early 
into the lands of the Miwa people 
onboard our Zodiacs, gasping at the 
towering cliffs that shade us and the 
secretive mangroves at their feet, 
where we spot crocodiles basking in 
the morning warmth. 

It’s an hour’s Zodiac ride to the 
King George Falls, with some 
zigzagging to enjoy wildlife 
sightings and to get up close to 
the river’s vertical red rises. We 
have been advised about the falls: 
it’s dry season after a particularly 
low-rainfall wet season. They are 
barely a trickle. But that means we 
can drift adjacent to the walls down 
which the falls will boom again, 
the water’s edge a magical interface 
of milky aqua sea and candy-
striped markings, weathered, worn 
and tarnished by often immense 
freshwater barrages.

And then we see her: our 
Expedition Director, Suzana 

Machado D’Oliveira, in a Zodiac 
with the ship’s bar manager. They’ve 
been waiting in the falls basin with 
a cooler full of French Champagne 
and a glass for each of us. Our 
Zodiac pulls up to theirs and right 
there, in the cavernous magnificence 
of a watery hall lined in two-
billion-year-old stone, we toast our 
remarkable adventure, to the awe-
inspiring landscape through which 
we have travelled, to the people who 
have called it home for myriad years 
and to the metaphysics and myth 
that have so moved us. 

13

12: Cape Leveque
13: Brown boobies, Lapcede Islands

14: Talbot Bay
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OUR SUGGESTED Journey
'Kimberley Cruise: Australia’s Last Frontier'  

Luxury Expedition Cruise
13 Days l Priced from $18,915 per person twin share

Tour dates: 6-18 May 2022

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
https://www.abercrombiekent.com.au/journeys/kimberley-cruise-australias-last-frontier-2022
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Falling for

Africa
A first-time safari in Zambia and Botswana meeting the people, seeing 
the wildlife and gazing at the UNESCO Victoria Falls in Livingstone 
creates vivid memories for Katrina Holden set to last a lifetime. 

FUTURE 
TRAVELS
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within minutes …, we are standing just 
metres away from eight white rhino
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Botswana & Zambia

Previous spread: Leopard leaping,  
Chobe National Park, Botswana

1: Rhino viewing, Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park
2: Riverside infinity pool, Sanctuary Sussi & 

Chuma, Livingstone, Zambia
3: Mokoro excursion, Zambezi River, Zambia
4: The ladies of the AKP Chipego bike shop

I’m walking through open shrub 
in single file. Our small group 
of travellers are following in 

earnest the armed ranger who is 
leading us, on foot, through the 
Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park in 
Zambia to see one of Africa’s big 
five: rhinoceros. I feel safe with the 
presence of a ranger at the front 
and rear of our column and yet my 
heart pumps faster as adrenaline 
surges through my body. Within 
minutes of leaving our vehicle, 
we are standing just metres away 
from eight white rhino, including 
a mother and baby. We watch, 
mesmerised by their distinct shape 
and protruding horns as they 
continue to graze quietly. They 
appear to barely notice us as we 
keep our respectful distance but, 
weighing in each at more than 
1000 kilograms and knowing they 

can reach top speed in just a few 
strides, there’s a nervous tension 
in the air as we cautiously dare to 
stare at these amazing creatures. 

This is one of several highlights of 
my first safari journey, transported to 
a world so different from my own – 
of African culture, wildlife and 
wonder – by the Abercrombie & Kent 
team. In Zambia, we’re staying at 
Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma where 12 
treehouses raised on platforms line 
the banks of the famed Zambezi 
river. On its large timber deck 
overlooking the river, we chat with 
fellow guests over a gin and tonic 
about the adventures of each day as 
the sound of Cape turtle doves trill 
in the distance. A swimming pool 
sits right on the river’s edge where 
staff can set up an intimate dinner 
table for your party. 

As I lie in bed in my treehouse in 
the early hours of the morning, I 
can hear the sounds coming from 
hippopotamus down at the water. 
At breakfast, a cheeky monkey 
boldly darts towards our outdoor 
table, attempting to help himself 
to our breakfast. He’s harmless 
and provides much laughter and 
fascination amongst the guests – 
after all, we don’t see this back home 
over a bowl of Weet Bix. 

Our guide Shadreck collects us 
for the drive to nearby UNESCO 
World Heritage site, Mosi-oa-
Tunya (Victoria Falls), just near 
Livingstone – just 10 minutes 
from our lodge. At the falls, the 
noise is all-encompassing as 500 
million cubic litres of water from 
the Zambezi river cascade down 
a 108-metre-deep gorge. Wearing 

raincoats, we tentatively make our 
way across a bridge named ‘Knife’s 
Edge’. It’s an awe-inspiring display 
of the power of nature as the water 
thunders downward creating mists 
and its own light rainfall pattern as 
it pounds fiercely against rock. 

We visit nearby Nakatindi village, 
a 10-minute drive from Sanctuary 
Sussi & Chuma, to see first-hand 
the positive impact that the work of 
Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy 
(AKP) and Sanctuary Retreats 
Philanthropy is having at a local 
level. Five entrepreneurial women 
have run the village’s Chipego 
bike shop since 2015. Bikes are the 
main form of transport here and 
are of vital importance in enabling 
locals to get to high school, places 
of work and to access health care. 
A&K Philanthropy organises the 
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shipment of containers of damaged 
and deconstructed bikes from 
different locations around the world 
and the enterprising women at 
Chipego then re-assemble the bikes 
completely and sell them to locals, 
as well as donate a portion to the 
local school. 

At the Sishemo bead shop, another 
non-profit enterprise, a group of 
women make beautiful jewellery out 
of old glass bottles that have been 
kiln-fired. 

During my visit to the village, 
I meet with Victoria Foord, a 
philanthropy co-ordinator for 
Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy. 
She is one of nine full time A&K 
Philanthropy co-ordinators around 
the world working onsite and 
managing projects. 

“We’ve been working in Nakatindi 
for 10 years across all of our four 
key areas: education, healthcare, 
enterprise and conservation,” says 

Victoria. “Our biggest initiative at 
the moment is the school lunch 
programme where we feed all 850 
kids a school lunch every day. You 
can’t learn anything if you’re too 
hungry and for many villagers, it’s 
potentially their only meal of the 
day. We’ve been doing it for about 
five years now and the increase in 
attendance and enrolment levels has 
been extraordinary. Our next big 
project at the school is a library and 
computer learning centre.” 

Victoria explains that AKP runs 
essentially as a non-government 
organisation.

“In a lot of ways, it’s a more 
sustainable model in the long run 
than endlessly applying for grants 
or trying to find donors – that’s 
such hard work and what I did 
for 10 years before this job. We’re 
still fundraising in a sense here 
as guests donate and that’s what 
drives our major projects but for 
the most part it’s a very different 

kind of interaction and a different 
way of sustainably supporting our 
community. Over half of our guests 
will visit the village. Of those, 
many will buy from the Sishemo 
bead shop, so they are already 
supporting a project here. Many 
guests keep in touch and leave 
either one-off donations as they 
check out, or send very sizeable 
contributions later that allow us to 
build a library or something sizeable 
that requires serious funding. Our 
guest donations drive the majority 
of our projects and then a bed levy 
from Sanctuary Retreats properties 
covers our general expenses – that’s 
the company’s ongoing major 
investment.”

Our African adventure with 
Abercrombie & Kent had actually 
began back in Botswana, after 
landing at Kasane International 
Airport and transferring to our 
lodge, Sanctuary Chobe Chilwero. 
Our room is beautifully appointed 
with a canopy four-poster bed, 

5: Elephant viewing, Chobe National 
Park, Botswana

6: Sundowners on the Chobe River, 
Botswana

7: Sanctuary Chobe Chilwero,  
Chobe National Park, Botswana

8: Sishemo Beads Shop
9:  Victoria Falls
10: Lioness and cub

6

8

7
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air-conditioning, a deep-soaking 
bath and a deck from which we 
watch baboons dart across the lawn. 
Gourmet meals are served on a 
terrace overlooking Chobe River in 
the distance. 

On our first safari drive, our guide 
Cavin takes us down a discrete 
dirt road, just moments after we’d 
entered the Chobe National Park. 
“I want to show you something 
very special, hold on,” he warns. The 
morning wind whips through our 
hair as we make our way through 
the bush in an open-air safari 
vehicle. Cavin comes to a complete 
stop, reminding us to be quiet. 

On the path just metres before us, a 
lithe animal emerges from the shrub 
and slinks slowly across the track. 
The unmistakable print of its fur 
catches the light of the sun filtering 
through the trees. 

It’s a leopard, not just one but a pair. 
It’s a rare sighting as the elusive 

cats normally travel solo. We’re 
only five minutes in to our first 
safari drive and we cannot possibly 
foresee the memorable moments 
we’ll experience in the next few 
days watching animals in the wild. 
Chobe National Park has been a 
protected wildlife area for more 
than 50 years, so animals here are 
incredibly relaxed around safari 
vehicles. 

Chobe has the highest population 
of elephants in all of Africa – and 
we see plenty of them: crossing 
the tracks in front of our vehicle; 
sprinkling red dirt on their backs 
to keep cool; and while cruising 
the Chobe River one afternoon, 
we watch elephants as they splash 
and swim in the water and then 
precariously emerge, struggling to 
hurl their huge bodies back onto the 
riverbank. 

Driving through fields with 
Zambezi teak, mahogany and 
baobab trees we see large troops of 

baboon; impalas leap high in the 
air; hippopotamus eyes are bulging 
from the surface of the water; and a 
crocodile suns itself on a rock. Later, 
we encounter a tower of 13 giraffes 
including babies, and a male and 
female mating. We pass a dazzle of 
zebras, their distinct black and white 
stripes shining in the daylight. 

The highlight for me comes late 
one afternoon when we spot a male 
lion, king of the pride, resting in 
the grass. Just steps away, five cubs 
play and four lionesses sit idly by. 

One lioness licks the cub’s fur with 
her thick, pink tongue as he rolls 
innocently from front to back. It’s 
another rare sighting, viewing the 
male lion in residence with his pride. 
I’m overcome with emotion. Seeing 
animals in their natural habitat has 
been a poignant reminder that these 
special creatures do not exist for 
our amusement or entertainment. 
Observing animals at play, tending 
to their young, foraging and mating 
is an unparalleled experience that 
affects me more deeply than I had 
ever imagined. 

10

OUR SUGGESTED Journey
‘Botswana Safari in Style’  

A Luxury Small Group Journey
10 Days | Priced from $14,115 per person twin share 

Departs throughout 2022, along with a 
4-day optional extension to Cape Town in South Africa.

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent

the water thunders 
downward creating mists 
and its own light rainfall

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Tea-Time in

Sri Lanka
Discovering old-world charm and a sense of antiquity, 
Mark Chipperfield is bewitched by Sri Lanka.

FUTURE 
TRAVELS
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Sri Lanka

“This is the throne of King 
Kashyapa,” says my 
guide Shantha Perera, 

pointing to a wide seat carved 
into the ancient rock. “From here 
he could watch his concubines 
frolicking in the swimming pool or 
dancing for his delight.”

We are standing on the summit 
of Sigiriya, a massive rock column 
that the fun-loving monarch, 
who ruled Sri Lanka in the 5th 
Century AD, transformed into an 
impregnable fortress, complete with 
its own hydraulic water system, 
market gardens and fearsome 
defence systems.

“I think Kashyapa was something 
of a playboy,” admits Shantha coyly. 
“He had no children of his own.”

By all accounts Sri Lanka’s bachelor 
king was a thoroughly nasty 
piece of work – a combination of 
Rasputin and Attila the Hun – who 
stole the throne by usurping both 
his father and brother; Kashyapa 
had the old king entombed in a 
wall while still alive.

Sigiriya Rock, located near the 
town of Dambulla and packed with 
erotic frescoes and rock carvings, is 
therefore Kashyapa’s greatest legacy 
and a site that continues to attract 
archaeologists and travellers alike.

Reaching the summit of this 
Uluru-like monolith is not for the 
squeamish. Visitors must clamber 
up a series of spiral staircases 
hammered into the rock, walk along 
a narrow passageway and then tackle 
another set of flimsy stairs to the 
upper plateau where Kashyapa and 
his concubines waited for the arrival 
of his many enemies.

Apart from several huge boulders 
which could have rolled down 
on an approaching army, the 
increasingly paranoid playboy king 
ordered lookouts to occupy a series 
of caves located high up on the 
200-metre high rock.

“But as you see these caves are very 
narrow,” explains Shantha. “So if the 
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lookout falls asleep he will hurtle 
down the rock and fall to his death 
on the ground below.”

While Sigiriya, or Lion Rock, 
generates enormous interest because 
of the murals of bare breasted 
maidens and its celebrated mirrored 
wall, the fortress is actually part of a 
much larger complex that includes 
canals, decorative ponds, terraced 
gardens and fountains.

For anyone whose image of Sri 
Lanka is based entirely around 
cricket, surf beaches and colonial 
forts, a few days spent in the 
Cultural Triangle, which includes 
Sigiriya, Kandy and the ancient 
city of Polonnaruwa, provides a 
fascinating introduction to the 
country’s complex and intriguing 
political, ethnic and religious history.

My 14-day tour of Sri Lanka with 
Abercrombie & Kent includes 
ample time to explore some of the 
jewels of ancient Ceylon, including 
the magnificent Dambulla Cave 

Temple and the ruined imperial 
city of Polonnaruwa, which has 
been declared a World Heritage 
Site by UNESCO.

In terms of sheer size, archaeological 
richness and cultural significance 
The Cultural Triangle, located in the 
island’s dry northern plains, can only 
be compared to Cambodia’s Angkor 
Wat. The two locations exude the 
same sense of mystery, antiquity and 
Buddhist devotion.

At dawn one day Shantha, my guide, 
driver and companion, and I join 
early morning pilgrims at the Temple 
of the Sacred Tooth in Kandy to see 
one of Buddhism’s most celebrated, 
if incongruous, relics; the venerated 
molar is said to have been smuggled 
from India in the hairdo of a princess 
1700 years ago.

We see bleary-eyed toddlers, women 
in colourful saris and old men in 
crumpled sarongs queuing for a 
glimpse of the relic, which is kept 
in a gilded inner sanctum. A group 

Previous spread: Tea plantation
1: Sigiriya Rock Fortress

2: Traditional Kandyan dancers
3: The seated buddha at Gal Vihara, Polonnaruwa

drummers and clarinettists 
keep up a cacophony as 
worshippers lay garlands of 
flowers outside the shrine
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of drummers and clarinettists keep 
up a cacophony as worshippers lay 
garlands of flowers outside the shrine.

Afterwards, watching the mist rise 
from the placid waters of Lake 
Kandy, I marvel at how traditional 
Sinhalese culture has been able to 
both withstand and absorb 400 years 
of colonial influence – first under 
the Portuguese, who cultivated 
cinnamon and Catholicism, then the 
Dutch, who brought global trade, 
and the British who blessed the 
inhabitants of this lush island with 
tea and cricket.

I’m delighted that our busy 
itinerary includes a couple of days 
in the hill country around Hatton, 
famous for its tea estates, mock 
Tudor architecture and adherence 
to all things British; on our tour 
of the Norwood Estate, which 
makes the Yorkshire Tea brand, 
I notice that production records 
are still handwritten in a leather 
bound ledger.

These well-run, labour intensive 
tea plantations have changed 
little since Sri Lanka gained its 
independence in 1948. The estates 
still bear their original British 
names like Dunkeld, Somerset 
and Brookfield and most of the 
mechanical crushers, shredders and 
dryers are fairly antique looking.

Ironically, the British had planned 
to grow coffee in the highlands but 
turned to tea when a fungal disease 
destroyed the original coffee crop. 
James Taylor, a Scotsman, planted 
Ceylon’s first commercial tea in 
1867 and the cool misty valleys 
around Nuwara Eliya proved ideal 
for tea cultivation. 

Today, Sri Lanka is the world’s 
fourth largest producer of tea, 
with exports worth around US$1.5 
billion a year and employing over 
1 million people.

But high-quality loose-leaf Ceylon 
tea from places such as Norwood 
Estate now faces stiff competition 

from other Asian countries and a 
growing shortage of Tamil pickers.

“Profits from tea are not what 
they once were,” says Shantha, a 
commercial tea buyer for many 
years. “And it is harder to find 
enough pickers, which is why some 
fields are not being replanted. It has 
become a huge issue.”

For the moment, however, this 
curiously old-fashioned rural 
enterprise continues on its familiar 
path. The steep emerald hills 
are dotted with lady pickers, the 
leaves carefully weighed out in the 
fields and transported by ageing 
tractor to huge factories clad in 
corrugated iron.

One morning I explore the tea 
fields around Camellia Hills, my 
colonial-style bungalow, ending up 
in the local village, which consists of 
barrack-like housing, a small general 
store, a kindergarten and two well-
attended state schools.

4: Camellia Hills, Hatton
5: Temple of the Sacred Tooth  

Relic, Kandy
6: Stilt fisherman, Galle
7: Tea country, Nuwara Eliya
8: Village barber, Camellia Hills
9: Dambulla Cave Temple
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I spot an elderly man having his 
unruly moustache trimmed by the 
village barber in the backyard of his 
modest house and ask to take his 
picture. He agrees, provided that I 
tip the barber – which I do.

Sitting on the terrace of my 
bungalow that evening sipping a 
gin and tonic it’s not difficult to 
transport oneself back 150 years and 
imagine the rewards – and challenges 
– of life as a tea planter in British 
Ceylon. The little stone churches, 
red post boxes and rattling country 
trains are constant reminders of those 
romantic, far-off days.

When I first visited Sri Lanka 
a decade ago, the country was 
rebuilding after the Boxing Day 
Tsunami which had inundated the 
south coast. There were still troops, 
roadblocks and sandbags on the 
streets of Colombo as the long-
running civil war entered its final 
chapter.

Modern Sri Lanka is more stable, 
confident and prosperous. An 
elaborate freeway system is under 
construction and foreign investment 
is evident in both Colombo and 
Galle – the Dutch fort is now a 
popular destination for European 
hipsters and Aussie surfers.

Indeed, the coastline south of Galle is 
unrecognisable from the one I drove 
along back in 2005. The shattered 
villages, broken bridges and washed 
out roads have all been repaired. 
Visitors will now find upscale hotels, 
smart waterfront eateries and a brace 
of new surf schools.

Galle itself is a symbol of the 
island’s resilience and continuity. 
The famous cricket ground, 
inundated by the tsunami, has been 
restored to its former glory (thanks, 
in part, to the efforts of Shane 
Warne) and the picturesque streets 
are packed with trendy cafés, day 
spas, fashionable boutiques and 
ultra-posh restaurants.

Despite this onward rush to 
embrace modernity, Sri Lanka still 
retains much of the old-school 
charm, languid pace of life and sense 
of antiquity – qualities which have 
long charmed visitors to this tear-
drop shaped Indian Ocean island.

Sri Lanka has never been more 
vibrant, cosmopolitan and outward 
looking but the traveller is still 
likely to be bewitched by a water 
meadow wreathed in mist, a line 
of elephants crossing a rice field 
or the sound of young cricketers 
playing in the dying light of a 
tropical evening. 
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The steep emerald hills are 
dotted with lady pickers

OUR SUGGESTED Journey
‘Sri Lanka: Secrets of the Spice Island’  

A Limited Edition Small Group Journey
14 Days | Priced from $8,820 per person twin share 

Tour dates: 22 Sep-5 Oct, 15-28 Oct, 10-23 Nov 2022,  
12-25 Jan, 10-23 Feb & 24 Mar-6 Apr 2023.

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent
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As travellers across the country ponder future epic journeys and extensive holidays both here and abroad, at A&K we 
have been pondering what travel in the ‘new normal’ looks like. So, instead of selecting the next hottest destinations to 

visit, we have reassessed priorities and share our predictions for travel trends in the coming months. 

For more information, or to create your own bespoke tailor-made journey inspired by these trends,  
call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent.

TRENDS:
How we travel in 2021

1
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Wilderness might be the new wellness, swapping indoor confinement 
for open spaces and the great outdoors. Travelling into the world’s 
wildest of frontiers creates a feeling of freedom, and offers unrivalled 
privacy, naturally, and the opportunity to connect with nature. So, 
while the world has found new appreciation for solitude, distance and 
freedom, now is the time to plan a trip into the wild. From picturesque 
Patagonia to the icy expanses of Antarctica, the rugged Kimberley 
coastline to the Southern Alps of New Zealand, A&K takes travellers 
to the most remote corners of the Earth in search of isolated 
adventure, with truly private immersions in otherworldly landscapes, 
complemented by authentic experiences and luxurious lodgings to 
retire to after days full of new experiences.

Slowly, Deeply And With Purpose

Remoteness And Solitude

Trends

Gone are the days of multiple flights, short stays and a whirlwind of 
destinations. Slow travel is here. And it’s all about being completely immersed 
in and connected with a destination. It’s taking the chance to understand 
and savour the food of a place, its art and music and its people. It’s about 
experiencing places with purpose, unplugging and switching off. It means living 
life like a local, and we’ll do it with passionate local experts leading the way. 
Travelling slowly with A&K means villas, expansive estates, private islands, 
homesteads and yacht adventures. 

1: Capella Lodge, Lord Howe Island
2: Ooralba Estate, Kangaroo Valley
3: Minaret Station Alpine Lodge, Wanaka, 

New Zealand
4: El Questro Wilderness Park, Kimberley, 

Western Australia
5: Fiordland alpine landing, New Zealand
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The future of travel will be forever flexible. Whether you feel more 
comfortable venturing to the edge, seeking remoteness, or pursuing 
adventures closer to home, it will be handcrafted to suit. A Tailor-
Made journey with A&K is a bespoke itinerary designed especially 
for you, the traveller, and your travelling companions, seeing the world 
exactly how you want to see it, on an itinerary fashioned just for you 
by the experts, us! A bespoke journey means total flexibility, privacy, at 
a pace to suit and with as much included as you desire. 

Custom-Made

Trends

Active Explorations

The greatest challenge for intrepid 
travellers is to stay still. Limited travel 
possibilities have encouraged people 
to take up new, active hobbies to stay 
fit and see familiar locales with a new 
perspective. Time away from traditional 
travel has fuelled a renewed vigour and 
appreciation for epic landscapes close to 
home and a desire to experience them on 
foot, in the saddle or afloat and be truly 
immersed in the natural world through 
active adventure. 

6: Wineglass Bay, Tasmania
7: Hermitage Hotel, Mount Cook National Park, 

New Zealand
8: Tongariro Alpine Crossing, New Zealand
9: Swimming with whale sharks, Ningaloo Reef, 

Western Australia
10: Raptor Refuge, Tasmania
11. Great Barrier Reef, Queensland
12. Kangaroo Island, South Australia
13. Yarra Valley, Victoria

6

7

8

9
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Whether you’re making up for lost time after a spell apart or celebrating 
an important milestone, making school and university holidays 
more memorable or simply taking the opportunity to reconnect and 
experience life-changing adventures and encounters in extraordinary 
places, a holiday with family is a special event that should be cherished. 
And at A&K we recognise that family time is a precious commodity 
and private moments shared are irreplaceable. An A&K family holiday 
not only allows treasured time with your tribe but it also enables 
everyone to switch off from the everyday, encounter new things, learn 
more about the world (and yourself ), and make lifelong memories. 

Travel That Makes 
A Difference 

Weekend Escapes

Travelling With The Tribe

A&K has always been passionate about 
sustainable travel, journeying to the 
lesser-travelled corners of the world while 
helping to sustain local communities 
through various projects supported by 
Abercrombie and Kent Philanthropy 
(AKP). These projects support social 
enterprise, education, health initiatives, 
wildlife and environmental conservation 
in the places A&K travels and guests are 
making a meaningful difference by sharing 
in the experience and learning more about 
the important work being done by AKP. 

Being able to satisfy one’s innate desire to 
wander and explore can be a challenge in 
the current climate. So, for a short-term 
solution, travellers are taking to new parts 
of the country or a favourite city location on 
customised weekend getaways. Tailored to suit 
the individual traveller, these short escapes can 
focus on specific interests such as art, epicurean 
pleasures, culture and heritage and outdoor 
adventure as well as engaging encounters 
with local personalities, rare culinary and 
cultural events and exclusive behind the scenes 
experiences. Talk to a Journey Designer today 
to craft your own unique escape. 

Trends

10

11

13

12
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TROPICAL NORTH 
QUEENSLAND

Rediscover nature at its wildest in indulgent luxury under tropical skies where balmy 
days dissolve into sultry nights under a mantle of stars. From the palm-fringed 
beaches of the Coral Sea to underwater paradise on the Great Barrier Reef; the 

crystal-clear creeks of the Daintree Rainforest and remote outback cattle stations to 
20,000-year-old rock art galleries which tell the stories of the land and its people. 
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Tropical North Queensland

Outback To The Reef By Air

Contrast Queensland’s rich outback spirit with the pristine natural wonders 
of the Great Barrier Reef and the remote Cape York peninsula on this 
adventure which combines the ancient landscapes and untamed wilderness 
of Mount Mulligan, a working cattle station in the Atherton Tablelands, 
with the rich marine life of tropical hideaway, Lizard Island. An exhilarating 
helicopter trip from Horn Island to Roko Island in the Torres Strait reveals 
hundreds more pristine islands and beaches as well as the region’s rich 
pearling heritage. Travel by a combination of private 4WD vehicle, charter 
aircraft and helicopter maximising your time spent in each destination. 

7 days  
Priced from $12,500 per person twin share  
Departs 8 August, 5 September & 8 October 2021 
Small Group Journey – Up to 10 guests 

Tropical North Queensland
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Delve into the tropical delights of the far north with its seductive 
climate where balmy days dissolve into tropical evenings under clear 
starry skies. On this self-drive journey, you will relax and revitalise 
in the aquamarine waters of the Coral Sea, the crystal creeks of 
Mossman Gorge, and on the palm fringed golden sands of Port 
Douglas’ Four Mile Beach. Discover Australia’s breathtaking northern 
tropics through pristine Daintree Rainforest walks and safaris, diving 
and snorkelling the reef and sailing the waterways. Be inspired by the 
myriad natural wonders and revel in its glorious simplicity.

6 days  
Priced from $3,900 per person twin share

Far Northern Exploration

Tropical North Queensland

Hands-on 
Conservation In The 
Great Barrier Reef

Embrace a rare opportunity to explore 
the remote northern Great Barrier 
Reef on a luxurious expedition aboard 
the 70ft luxury motor yacht Aroona. 
Travelling with a small group of like-
minded travellers, you also have the 
exclusive opportunity to participate 
in the Great Reef Census – a world-
first citizen science effort to survey the 
Great Barrier Reef. This partnership 
project, developed by the Citizens of 
the Great Barrier Reef in collaboration 
with leading research institutions, is 
ground breaking in its approach to reef 
conservation and management.

7 days 
Priced from $8,350 per person twin share 
Selected dates October – December 2021
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Reef House Palm Cove offers unparalleled colonial luxury, perfectly situated on the beachfront 
in north Queensland’s Palm Cove Village, where the rainforest meets the sea. One of Australia’s 
most beautiful settings, relax on its long white sand beach as the ancient Melaleuca trees and 
swaying palms grow proudly under tropical skies. Discover the incredible Great Barrier Reef on a 
snorkelling or dive tour, take a trip to the ancient Daintree Rainforest or even head to the Atherton 
Tablelands for spectacular panoramas sure to leave you in awe. Perfect for a holiday with friends or 
a romantic getaway, our friends at Reef House Palm Cove have a 5-night offer just for A&K guests.

6 days 
Priced from $1,249 per person twin share (Brigadier King Room) 
Travel dates: 1 September 2021 – 31 March 2022 (blackout dates 25 December 2021 – 3 January 2022) 
Upgrade: 6 days from $1,397 per person twin share (Verandah King Room) 
On sale: 23 April 2021 – 31 August 2021 

Stories Of Outback Queensland

Exclusive Reef House Palm Cove Escape Package

Soar across ancient sandstone escarpments, magnificent rivers and endless outback landscapes 
on this heli-experience like no other, exclusive to A&K. In the company of your indigenous 
host and guide, you’ll journey inland by helicopter from Cairns or Port Douglas to remote 
ancient lands where an extraordinary cultural experience awaits. Be guided on a unique 
and privileged discovery of the amazing Quinkan rock art, the earliest dating back 20,000 
years, and regarded by UNESCO as one of the 10 most significant bodies of rock art in the 
world. Return to the helicopter for the short hop to Palmerville, experiencing an exclusive 
immersion into life on a working cattle station before returning to your accommodation.

Priced from $5,355 per person  
*Based on two people travelling. Price reduces if 4-6 guests travel together

Tropical North Queensland
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Take a rare adventure to one of the world’s last 
frontiers. This is Mongolia - vast, remote and 
hauntingly beautiful. Where nomads still eke out 
a living as they have for centuries, passing down 
age-old practices of horsemanship, herding and 
hunting. Spend two days at the thrilling Golden 
Eagle Festival in the far west of the country where 
Kazakh horsemen demonstrate their skills with the 
prized golden eagle in fierce competition. You’ll be 
honoured by the Mongol hospitality, bed down in a 
traditional ger, marvel at Buddhist monasteries and 
explore some of the wildest landscapes on the planet.

12 Days 
Priced from $15,950 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $3,635

Tour dates: 28 September-9 October 2022

Mongolia's Golden  
Eagle Festival

In 2022, rediscover the world on an expert-led, shared adventure to some of the world’s most beautiful, remote 
and fascinating places. Each of these unique journeys has been creatively designed with educational elements 
and local encounters along the way that will broaden your mind and ensure many unforgettable experiences.

Group sizes on A&K’s Limited Editions journeys are typically 8-12 guests.

Immersive, intimate small group journeys to  
some of the world 's most unique locations

Surprising and captivating, South Korea is blessed with 
a host of fascinating natural and cultural highlights. 
Known as much for its street food and high-speed 
internet as it is for its heavily militarised border, a 
journey here promises unforgettable adventure from 
hip and edgy Seoul where new meets old and pop 
culture is alive and well to folk villages and ancient 
temples. Uncover absorbing 
local customs, flavoursome 
culinary delights, picturesque 
scenery and awe-inspiring 
architecture. There’s just so 
much to discover.

12 Days 
Priced from $11,995 per person 
twin share
Single supplement: From $3,025

Tour dates: 12-23 October  
& 16-27 November 2022

South Korea: Sun & Moon

AROUND THE WORLD: LIMITED 
EDITION SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS
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The mountains and deserts of Central Asia are the backdrop 
for this extraordinary adventure to the heart of the ancient 
Silk Road. This is one of the world’s most remote and 
untouched areas and was the epicentre of a powerful 
empire. On this journey, you’ll explore Uzbekistan and 
Turkmenistan, two countries steeped in antiquity with a 
lasting legacy from the warriors and emperors who made 
their mark. Visit some of the oldest cities in the world 
such as the legendary Samarkand, Bukhara and Khiva, 
each with a glorious architectural legacy. An optional 
pre-tour Kazakhstan extension can also be booked in 
conjunction with select departure dates of this journey.

16 Days 
Priced from $9,995 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $1,685

Tour dates: 2-17 September & 7-22 October 2022

Ancient Trade Routes 
Of Central Asia

Sri Lanka is a deeply spiritual place where Buddhist values and 
a rich cultural heritage are interwoven with enduring colonial 
influences. On this extraordinary journey, we peel back the 
layers of the beguiling island nation, and uncover its many 
treasures: a serene and gentle people, fragrant and flavoursome 
cuisine, fascinating ruins, and diverse terrain — from golden 
beaches and arid plains, to lush tea plantations and mist-covered 
mountains — everything suffused with a warm tropical glow.

14 Days 
Priced from $8,820 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,395

Tour dates: 22 September-5 October, 15-28 October,  
10-23 November 2022, 12-25 January, 10-23 February  
& 24 March-6 April 2023

Sri Lanka: Secrets Of  
The Spice Island

This fascinating journey to the heart of the Caucasus 
offers a surprising taste of old world Eastern European 
charm. Bridging East and West, these former Soviet 
Republics boast thousands of years of 
history, jaw-dropping scenery and a rich 
cultural heritage. Armenia was one of the 
first countries to adopt Christianity while 
neighbouring Georgia lays claim to the 
world’s oldest wine industry. The food 
throughout the region is delicious and hearty 
and, in many places, there’s a delightfully 
unspoiled medieval vibe.

13 Days 
Priced from $8,815 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,640

Tour dates: 31 August-12 September, 12-24 October 2022  
& 19 April-1 May 2023

Georgia & Armenia:  
Journey To The Caucasus

Around The World
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Pack a sense of adventure on this exclusive journey to 
mysterious Ethiopia which combines the rich history, culture 
and landscapes of the north with the tribal heritage in the 
south. Seek out the source of the Blue Nile, see the skeleton 
of ‘Lucy’ and spend a night in the Simien Mountains. 
There is rare wildlife amidst high peaks, extraordinary 
rock-hewn churches, World Heritage sites and incredible 
ethnic diversity in and around the Omo Valley. Visit local 
villages, learn about age-old customs and 
explore bustling markets. The January 2023 
departure includes the opportunity to witness a 
spectacular display of song, dance and prayer at 
the annual christian festival of Timkat.

17 Days 
Priced from $15,095 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,120

Tour dates: 8-24 November 2022 & 17 January-2 February 2023

Curious and other-worldly, Madagascar is full 
of surprises and extraordinary creatures. It has 
people, wildlife and landscapes found nowhere 
else on earth and a culture far removed from any 
of its near neighbours. On this fascinating journey 
you’ll explore the island nation and its flora and 
fauna with the help of expert guides. Still largely 
untouched by tourism, Madagascar is astonishing. 
You’ll be amazed by its rainforests, its clear blue 
seas, white beaches and spiny forest habitat on 
this incredible journey of discovery.

13 Days 
Priced from $9,295 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $3,850

Tour dates: 4-16 September 2022

Madagascar:  
Otherworldly Marvels

Tribes & Traditions  
Of Ethiopia

Discover a vast landscape of shimmering salt 
pans, red dunes, glittering oceans and haunting 
coastlines where the sunsets are unforgettable 
and the wildlife abundant. This is Namibia, 
home to Africa’s iconic species and some of 
the continent’s finest game reserves. With 
specialist guiding throughout, get an intimate 
understanding of the country’s ecology and 
wildlife and its ancient cultures. Photography 
enthusiasts will enjoy focusing their lenses on 
big game and small, dramatic landscapes and 
tribal portraits, bringing home unforgettable 
memories of a unique part of the world.

14 Days 
Priced from $17,995 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,415
Tour dates: 17-30 August 2022

Namibia Unearthed

Around The World
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West Africa:  
People Past & Present

Saudi Arabia: Desert Kingdoms

Be amongst the first to discover the mysterious desert 
kingdom of Saudi Arabia which has been closed to much 
of the outside world until recently. Marvel at the carved 
temples of Madain Saleh, known as the second Petra, 
explore the vast open air museum of ancient Al Ula and the 
sophisticated rock art of Jubbah. See cosmopolitan Riyadh 
and Jeddah’s World Heritage distinctive coral buildings 
and a host of architectural marvels and ancient icons 
revealing an exclusive glimpse at a realm veiled in secrecy. 

8 Days 
Priced from $12,650 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,620

Tour dates: 16-23 October, 20-27 November 2022  
& 19-26 February 2023

Be swept up in the colour and movement of 
local markets and festivals, the healing magic of 
voodoo, tribal drumming and trance-dances on this 
enchanting cultural odyssey to the vibrant West 
African nations of Ghana, Togo and Benin. Explore 
bustling colonial cities, palm-fringed beaches and 
tiny fishing villages. Visit vast forts and castles built 
on the back of the gold and slave trades and immerse 
yourself in the long history of ancient African 
kingdoms and cultures, seen through the vital rituals 
and traditions that still survive and shape life today. 

16 Days 
Priced from $12,095 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,820

Tour dates: 28 June-13 July & 1-16 November 2022

For more information on any of these small group journeys,  
please call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent.

Around The World

Alive with colour, sound and tradition, Cuba 
is a country of indefinable magic. Stroll the 
cobbled streets of Havana home to breathtaking 
architecture, soulful music and some of the 
favourite haunts of Ernest Hemingway. Get 
firsthand insight to Cuba’s classic exports - 
cigars and rum - and lose yourself in the local 
ambience as you explore. See the memorial of 
Che Guevara, and pay a visit to the Bay of Pigs, 
reliving revolutionary moments in time as you 
explore with local experts. 

13 Days 
Priced from $8,795 per person twin share
Single supplement: From $2,525

Tour dates: 6-18 November 2022  
& 5-17 February 2023

Cuba Awakened
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Cultural Cruises that Enrich and Enlighten
A unique and compelling sense of discovery defines every A&K cultural voyage, from the comprehensive itinerary designed by 

A&K experts to the enriching and authentic insider access opportunities found on your choice of included shore excursions, curated 
by A&K and accompanied by passionate local guides.

Adventure Cruises to Earth’s Farthest Frontiers
Explore awe-inspiring Antarctica, the Arctic and Australia’s Kimberley on astonishing itineraries found nowhere else. Led by 
A&K’s award-winning Expedition Team — real-life explorers who are experts in their fields — experience a spectacular cruise 

aboard a luxurious ship purpose-built for adventure.
Please visit www.abercrombiekent.com.au for up-to-date information, including availability and pricing, on 2022–23 departures.

Antarctic Discovery:  
Beyond the Antarctic Circle 

15 days  |  Jan 18, 2023 
From $24,175 per person twin share  

(was $28,905)
Your once-in-a-lifetime Antarctica voyage is 

brimming with highlights, from unforgettable wildlife 
sightings to shore landings and the chance to sail 

inside the Antarctic Circle.

Arctic Cruise Adventure:  
In Search of the Polar Bear 

15 days  |  Jun 30, 2022 
From $23,635 per person twin share  

(was $27,015)
Explore the Arctic on an all-encompassing 

expedition in search of the mighty polar bear. 
Experience this thrilling destination through daily 

guided shore landings, and active excursions.

Antarctica, South Georgia & Falklands 
Cruise: Photography Adventure 

18 days  |  Jan 3, 2023 
From $28,230 per person twin share  

(was $33,635)
Explore the colourful Falkland Islands, unspoiled 

South Georgia with its rookeries of king penguins, 
and the expansive wonder of Antarctica.

The Northwest Passage: 
From Greenland to the Bering Sea 

24 days  |  Aug 23, 2022 
From $48,845 per person twin share  

(was $54,250)
Embark on a luxury cruise through the rarely-

transited Northwest Passage, on an epic expedition 
from western Greenland to the Canadian Arctic and 

Nome, Alaska.

Antarctica, South Georgia & Falklands: 
Holiday Voyage 

18 days  |  Dec 19, 2022 
From $27,555 per person twin share  

(was $32,960)
Experience an epic holiday adventure to Antarctica, 
South Georgia and the Falkland Islands, celebrating 

the arrival of the new year in the world’s most 
remarkable wilderness area. 

Antarctic Cruise Adventure:  
A Changing Landscape 

13 days  |  Dec 9, 2022 
From $18,770 per person twin share  

(was $22,825)
Embark on a life-changing Luxury Expedition 

Cruise to extraordinary Antarctica, where towering 
icebergs and massive glaciers showcase flawless 

beauty. 

THE FINEST LUXURY EXPEDITION CRUISE 
EXPERIENCE IN THE WORLD
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Italy Cruise: Hidden Treasures  
from Florence to Venice 
13 days  |  Sep 13, 2022 

From $18,915 per person twin share  
(was $20,265)

Enjoy two days in Florence before cruising on all-
balcony ‘Le Bougainville’ uncovering treasures from 
Rome, Venice and Sicily to Puglia, Urbino and Bastia 

on French Corsica.

NEW! Cruising the Enchanted Isles: 
Scotland, Ireland & England 

14 days  |  Aug 26, 2022 
From $21,615 per person twin share  

(was $24,320)
Voyage beyond mainland Scotland, Ireland and 

England to explore breathtaking coastal scenery, 
magical islands and historic treasures. 

NEW! South Pacific Voyage: Komodo, 
Papua & Great Barrier Reef 

17 days  |  Nov 21, 2022 
From $22,965 per person twin share  

(was $27,020)
Explore the rich tribal traditions, tropical seascapes 
and natural wonders of the South Pacific, including 

Komodo National Park, Maluka, Papua and the 
Great Barrier Reef.

Cruising the Greek Isles 
10 days  |  Sep 30, 2022 

From $15,535 per person twin share  
(was $16,885)

Experience the wide diversity of Greece on a single 
itinerary that spans Knossos in Crete, Rhodes, 

Santorini and lively Mykonos, exploring historic sites 
and natural marvels.

Cruising the Baltic Sea:  
Copenhagen to St. Petersburg 

13 days  |  Jun 8, 2022 
From $19,585 per person twin share  

(was $22,290)
Set out on the most sweeping of Baltic cruises, 

immersed in the cultures of grand, historic cities in 
Denmark, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Sweden, Estonia, 

Finland and Russia.

Wonders of Japan Cruise:  
Cherry Blossom Season 
14 days  |  Mar 22, 2022 

From $25,665 per person twin share  
(was $28,370)

Experience the vast breadth of this island nation, 
including atmospheric Kyoto, medieval Karatsu and 

the mountains of Towada-Hachimantai National 
Park.

Kimberley Cruise:  
Australia’s Last Frontier 

13 days  |  May 6, 2022 
From $18,915 per person twin share  

(was $20,940)
Experience a Kimberley cruise with A&K’s 

award-winning Expedition Team and uncover 
one of Australia’s most spectacular locales. 
Explore the remote city of Broome before 

setting off on a voyage that combines one-of-
a-kind wildlife with awe-inspiring scenery and 
vital indigenous culture. Fly by helicopter over 

Mitchell Falls, spot crocodiles in the Hunter 
River and view an astonishing horizontal 

waterfall on this thrilling adventure.
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Discover the epic beauty of New Zealand on an exhilarating luxury air safari that 
reveals cultural and natural splendours from the North Island to the South, visiting 
world class vineyards, enjoying the country’s bountiful fresh produce, admiring Art 
Déco architecture and encountering majestic wildlife in far-flung locales. All of this 
made easily accessible by private chartered air, with less time spent getting there and 
more time to enjoy the experience.

Days 1-2: Auckland
Spend two days in and around New Zealand’s largest 
city based at the waterfront Park Hyatt Auckland. A 
ferry ride to Waiheke Island reveals the awe-inspiring 
Connell’s Bay Sculpture Garden on a guided walk with 
the owners. Admire the distinctive works scattered over 
rolling farmland and soak up views of the Hauraki Gulf. 
Sit down to a three-course lunch with wine before visiting 
an award-winning olive oil mill and boutique vineyards. 
Treats may include oysters straight from Te Matuku Bay, 
wild honey, artisan cheeses and other renowned local 
delicacies. 
Accommodation: Park Hyatt Auckland 

Days 3-5: Hawke’s Bay 
Fly by privately chartered air to Napier, located in the 
Hawke’s Bay region of the North Island. Meet a local 
artist and wander amongst Napier’s unique collection 
of Art Deco buildings. Stay at the magnificent Farm at 
Cape Kidnappers on 6,000 acres with breathtaking 
views of the Pacific Ocean. Take a privately guided tour 
of the largest mainland colony of gannets in the world, 
to watch these fascinating sea birds swoop, dive for fish 
and tend their chicks. The rest of your stay is entirely 
at your leisure to relax or, for an additional cost, play a 
round of golf, explore the farm on horseback, take an 
off-road adventure and many other activities available at 
the lodge.
Accommodation: The Farm at Cape Kidnappers 

Days 6-7: Dunedin
Board your privately chartered flight for Dunedin in 
the South Island where the imposing Larnach Castle 
is unveiled by its devoted owner. Situated on the 
picturesque Otago Peninsula, the castle has been 
lovingly restored by Margaret Barker, who purchased 
the estate with her husband in 1967. Join her on an 
exploration of the castle and its award-winning gardens. 
There’s time also to privately explore the Otago 
Peninsula, a wilderness region brimming with wildlife. 
Ramble through a wetland forest, on the lookout for the 
many resident bird species and embark on a privately 
chartered cruise along the ruggedly beautiful coastline 
near the entrance to Otago Harbour. View the world’s 
only mainland colony of royal albatross and venture 

up-close to rocky outcrops to see fur seals living below 
the Taiaroa Head lighthouse. Then, cruise a short way 
out into the Pacific Ocean where you may spot rarely 
seen ocean birds such as blue penguins and marine 
mammals like the dusky dolphin. A special private dining 
experience is also included at the historic home of an 
early 20th-century merchant family.
Accommodation: Fable Dunedin 

Days 8-10: Queenstown 
Fly to Queenstown, taking in aerial views of Stewart 
Island and Fiordland National Park en route. Discover 
the city’s best sights, including AJ Hackett Kawarau 
Bridge — famous for the bungee jump — as well as 
historic Arrowtown and a private visit to the studio 
gallery of world-renowned local artist, Thomas Brown, in 
an historic converted Cheese Factory.

Take an exhilarating heli-flight over Milford Sound, 
viewing the stunning landscapes from above. Hover 
over rainforest, lakes, rivers, waterfalls and fjords before 
landing on a remote glacier to marvel at an area seldom 
seen by humans. 

Spend a full day your way with a choice of activity: a 
4WD tour of Skippers Canyon or an exhilarating jetboat 
experience on the Dart River deep in the heart of the 
world-renowned Mt Aspiring National Park. Or pedal 
your way by e-bike along the Arrow River Trail with lunch 
and wine tasting at Gibbston Valley Winery.
Accommodation: Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa 

Planning  
Your Trip
WHAT?
New Zealand North to South:  
A Luxury Air Safari
11 days from $33,599 per person

WHEN?
17-27 February & 3-13 March 2022

INCLUDES
10 nights luxury accommodation; 
travel aboard an exclusively chartered 
aircraft with a dedicated flight crew; 
Resident Tour Director; extensive 
guided sightseeing throughout; luxury 
transportation on the ground; entrance 
fees; breakfast daily; seven lunches; five 
dinners

FOR MORE INFO
Please call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your 
local travel agent.

a journey revealed

New Zealand North to 
South: A Luxury Air Safari

1: Wild fur seal colony, Otago Peninsula
2: Boutique vineyard on Waiheke Island
3: Milford Sound
4: Larnach Castle, Dunedin
5: Cape Kidnappers Gannet Colony

Auckland

N E W 
Z E A L A N D

Queenstown

 ARRIVE/DEPART
    AIR

Hawke’s Bay

Dunedin

Stewart Island
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Morocco
notes from the field

A long-held dream was realised for A&K’s PR & Communications Manager, Serena 
Mitchell, when she formed Souk Sisters, an intimate group of fellow travellers, who set 
off last year to explore Morocco. And as hoped, it delivered a sensory overload leaving 
enduring memories of fragrant orange blossom and rose petals, mounds of colourful and 
aromatic spices, tumbling waves of crimson bougainvillea, vibrant handcrafted pottery 
and carpets and an intense energy. The pandemic sadly forced a premature return home 
but here are some of her standout memories and experiences.

Serena Mitchell
PR & Communications Manager, 

A&K Australia

Secret Gardens
With a passion for gardening, I was enthralled by the many plots 
we saw throughout Morocco, each so different. Umberto Pasti’s 
botanical paradise Rohuna was a revelation. Perched on a rugged 
hillside south of Tangier with endless views over the Atlantic, this 
wild garden is an inspired horticultural vision of sustainability co-
created by the local villagers. In and around Marrakech are a couple 
of notable highlights: Le Jardin Secret in the heart of the medina 
is traditionally Islamic, laid out in the style of Persian gardens with 
irrigation channels, fig trees, date palms, pomegranates and olive 
groves. And of course the Majorelle Gardens, famously restored by 
Yves Saint Laurent, where exotic plantings of cacti, bougainvillea, 
palms and bamboo sit dramatically against the vivid colours of 
Jacques Majorelle’s former studio.

Not widely known for its wine 
production, the region around the 
ancient Imperial city of Meknes 
is blessed with outstanding 
winemaking potential thanks to its 
high mountains and the cooling 
influence of the Atlantic. Château 
Roslane, a wine estate with more 

than 700 hectares under vine, is the 
first in North Africa to be listed as 
a château viticole for the quality of 
its wines and after a morning visit 
to the Roman ruins of Volubilis, we 
stopped here for a gourmet lunch of 
organic produce and paired wines - 
an utter delight. 

Morocco’s Wine Country

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
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Notes From The Field

Fired Up In Fes
Fes is Morocco’s cultural capital and a treasure trove of artists and 
artisans. It’s also known for producing the country’s finest pottery 
with the local grey clay being more hard-wearing than many used 
further south. Fired at high temperatures in traditional kilns and 
hand-painted, all these items have found a special place in my kitchen. 

Rock The Kasbah
This is Hotel Nord Pinus, our atmospheric boutique 
lodging located high in the Tangier kasbah. Richly 
decorated with an eclectic assortment of treasures from 
around the world, it has the most breathtaking views 
from the rooftop terrace across the Strait of Gibraltar 
to Spain, just 14 kilometres away, and is perfectly 
positioned for exploring the labyrinthine kasbah.

Deeply inspired by the vibrant 
culture and extraordinary landscapes 
of Morocco, Yves Saint Laurent 
called Morocco home for much 
of his later life designing many of 
his trailblazing collections here. 
The YSL Museum in Marrakech 
is a shrine to his extraordinary 

talent exhibiting some of his most 
precious and pioneering works - 
the Mondrian cocktail dress, “le 
Smoking”, safari suits and pea coats. 
Be sure to spend a few hours taking 
in the impressive collection.

OUR SUGGESTED Journey
‘Essence of Morocco’ Tailor-Made Journey 

15 Days 
Priced from $15,095 per person twin share

For more information call A&K on 1300 551 541 or your local travel agent

YSL Museum
FUTURE 
TRAVELS

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au
https://www.abercrombiekent.com.au/journeys/essence-of-morocco


“Those who lose dreaming are lost.” — Australian Aboriginal proverb

Abercrombie & Kent is the global leader in luxury travel, designing luxury private and small group 
journeys in more than 100 countries and on all seven continents. Discerning and inquisitive travellers 
know that Australia and New Zealand are home to some of the world’s most extraordinary travel 
experiences and life affirming cultural encounters so now’s the time to get out and explore your own 

backyard, in true A&K style and comfort.

Call Abercrombie & Kent on 1300 551 541 or talk to your travel agent. 
www.abercrombiekent.com.au

Discover Breathtaking & Inspiring 
Luxury Adventures in Australia & New Zealand.

http://www.abercrombiekent.com.au

